Victor Koningsberger spoke from conscience and stood up publicly for Jewish colleagues discharged from the University by German occupiers. He acted with courage and broke the pattern of silence that accompanies so many periods of oppression. We have a word in English for those who are silent in such moments.
what is happening. Yet we lack a word, at least in English, for its opposite. Or we have long lacked such a word but one has recently been invented. -Upstander‖ is the word; it does not yet seem to have translations in other languages. I have learned about the Dutch word, opstandeling, which literally involves standing up but has a dictionary definition of rebel, insurgent, or insurrectionary. 2 I first heard of the word, -upstander,‖ from Samantha Power, who was at the time a human rights advocate and scholar, before she assumed her current role as U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations. 3 The term, -upstander‖ gives recognition and approval to people who stand up for their beliefs, even if they are alone; it means not being a bystander. 4 Two students recently petitioned the Oxford English Dictionary to include the word. 5 Perhaps by naming it, the concept can become a practice. In the United States, the word has been embraced by those campaigning against domestic violence and against bullying children as well as human rights 2 4 Other words identify overlapping concepts. For example, -activist‖ identifies advocates for a cause; heroes display courage in the face of adversity; whistle-blowers expose secret misconduct; rescuers come to the aid of individuals in danger. None of these words though specifically identifies rejecting the temptations of silently observing oppression and maltreatment of others. 5 New Jersey Students Petition to Add "Upstander" to Oxford English Dictionary, FACING HISTORY AND OURSELVES (Nov. 11, 2014), https://www.facinghistory.org/get-to-know-us/news/new-jersey-students-petition-addupstander-oxford-english-dictionary (-Two Facing History and Ourselves alumnae Monica Mahal and Sarah Decker are petitioning the Oxford University Press to add the word ‗upstander' to its English dictionary. The word ‗upstander' is a term frequently used in Facing History resources and classrooms to describe people that take action on behalf of others-the opposite of the more commonly-used bystander, which is included in the dictionary.‖)
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advocates. 6 An upstander may speak out publicly against bigotry and injustice.
An upstander may be a whistle-blower, who exposes wrongdoing in the hope of stopping it. 7 An upstander may resist the temptations of silence and passivity by expressing and offering support directly to victims of bigotry and injustice. An An upstander may speak out publicly or may instead engage in secret resistance.
An upstander may rescue individuals who are in danger-through secret or overt actions. All of these acts expose the upstander to danger. The danger may be disapproval by others; costs of time, money, and emotion; or even more dire risks 6 On domestic violence, see MAYOR'S FUND TO ADVANCE NEW YORK CITY, http://www.nyc.gov/html/fund/html/ news/upstander.shtml (last visited Jan. 1, 2015) (-We all play a role in combatting intimate partner violence, and New York City is launching a campaign to ensure that no one is a bystander. The City of New York, the Office to Combat Domestic Violence [OCDV] and New Yorkers from all five boroughs are teaming up to put an end to intimate partner violence. Join them in being an #UpStander.‖ Indelibly seared into my memory are the scenes I witnessed while liberating these centers of death and destruction. Camps like Buchenwald, Mauthausen, and Dachau are vividly imprinted in my mind's eye. Even today, when I close my eyes, I witness a deadly vision I can never forgetthe crematoria aglow with the fire of burning flesh, the mounds of emaciated corpses stacked like cordwood waiting to be burned ... I had peered into Hell.
14 After he was discharged from the U.S. Army, he returned home to practice law but 
II. Bystanding is Easier
The short answer is that bystanding is easier than upstanding. Passivity is easier than acting. Yet there are deeper and more complex reasons. These include peer pressure, fear for the safety or reputation of oneself and others, denial, worries about being overwhelmed by the work and repercussions of standing up, and traditions that put the burden on individual heroism rather than shared responsibility.
Let's consider each of these possibilities in light of these reflections offered by people who stood by without responding to suffering. Let's examine reasons for bystanding.
A. Passivity is easier than Action
It is kind of a truism: it is easier to do nothing than to act. Psychological research also indicates that absent evidence of prior results, people attribute more regret to action than to inaction. 28 Even in the face of evidence of impending jeopardy, a common human response is inaction. 29 Reflecting and reinforcing these tendencies, Western legal systems require an action as well as an intention for there to be criminal liability unless a specific duty to act is adopted in the law. Instead, more complex moral dilemmas arise daily; involving access to resources, concerns about safety, and even despair when resistance seems possible only through ineffectual withdrawal from public life.
B. Peer Pressure
Conformity and peer pressure reinforce inaction in the face of violations of human rights, oppression, and humiliation of others. Patterns of conformity are stronger in societies that emphasize collectivism. 32 Yet in any society, peer pressure often works through threatened rejection and disparaging comments (popularly known as -put-downs‖). 33 The attraction of sheer conformity can also powerfully influence how people conduct themselves. 34 The ways that human beings have developed to be sensitive to peers biologically and culturally figures in studies of bystanders and of those who commit horrible acts. 35 This raises questions about what kinds of peer influences might contribute to upstander behavior, as I will explore later.
C. Fear
Failing to act through resistance or opposition when others are in jeopardy reflects often simple fear for the safety or reputation of oneself or others. Genocidal actors often threaten to punish any who interfere. During World War II, in occupied Poland, anyone who helped Jews were subject officially to execution, as made clear in the proclamation by the German district governor of Warsaw, Ludwig
Fischer. 36 Even without official death penalties in place, many individuals who helped Jews during World War II were executed by the Nazis. 37 In workplaces, fear of retaliation and job loss are leading reasons why workers do not report not only their own injuries or illnesses but also those of others. 38 In one recent study, fear of retaliation is reported by nearly 20 percent of government employees working for the federal government in the United States as a reason for failing to report suspected violations of the law. 39 This finding helped to explain scandals in the poor health care treatment of returning veterans. 40 Fear of gaining a bad reputation also influences why people fail to report wrongdoing. 41 Similarly, the pro-democracy movement in South Korea grew as leaders instilled strong emotional solidarity connecting individuals who had previously seemed in separate groups. Blue-collar laborers, the urban poor, and farmers, as well as student activists, -radical‖ journalists, and -dissident‖ politicians built networks, drawing on moral authority and social ties through the Korean church. 58 Rather than a distinctive and unusual personality once posited as the explanation for rescuers, 59 social ties and peer support and expectations contribute to the behavior of rescuers and activists. 60 Thus, social expectations, attraction and commitment to a group, social identity, and mutual interdependence influence courageous behavior even more than attachment to ideals such as honor and duty. 67 A similar effort to halt bullying affecting young students offers students the chance to take a pledge and join others in interrupting and ending harassment. Education can help. Speeches can help. When we honor heroes, we should not simply recognize individual courage. Doing so helps to constitute a community around the value of standing up. Joining with others to make it more possible for each next act of upstanding can help even more. Pushing to construct peer cultures of upstanding, reducing fears of speaking out against bullying and discrimination, preparing people to recognize and combat denial, rationalization, and feeling overwhelmed, and building social networks of mutual aid and support, these will help us all be upstanders and help us rescue the humanity of others and of ourselves.
